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But if owning the apps is a necessity in becoming a giant, so is controlling them. And thats where
Facebook has given up on the notion of one app-a-day, says Williams, the co-founder of Gowalla, a
location-based app that Facebook bought for $52million. Instead, Zuck wants his apps to be user-

facing services, and his overarching goals are to make them more complex and more sophisticated,
and to have a more expensive user base than the people that use the standard Facebook app. And
perhaps most surprisingly, Facebook is buying not just startups but big companies. Coca-Cola wasnt
the only place Facebook has looked for inspiration. Companies like Twitter have been the subject of
acquisition attempts, a relationship that may have become the relationship to end all relationships.

Zuck also likes to visit companies like Spotify, where he learns a lot from what Spotify does with
music. He wants to do the same thing with communications. Its leadership wanted to become more
like Coca-Cola, and Facebooks same-day delivery business suddenly became part of the Coca-Cola

mystique, but then there was the embarrassing public backflip when it admitted the same-day
delivery service had made a miscalculation, leaving open the question of whether this attempt was
doomed from the start. 2. Instagram was launched in 2010 as a simple place to share pictures with
friends. Instagram, which has more than 300 million users worldwide, is owned by Facebook which

has over 1.2 billion users.
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this month the facebook
hacker cup is running for

the first time. the
competition is run by the
facebook developer team
with help from google and

other vendors. the
competition is being run on
github. the competition will

consist of programming
challenges. you are able to

challenge any of the
challenges from the
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facebook hacker cup
competition. to sign

continue reading facebook
hacker cup 2011 facebook
says it wants to make sure
its users are safe. but the
company's approach has
been to introduce new

features and then figure out
how they are being abused.

its help page is a tangled
mess of jargon. security is a
full-time job. but by trying
to appease the paranoid,

the paranoid become even
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more paranoid, which is a
sure-fire way to drive

people away. the profile will
stay there until you log in
to the site. facebook says

that some might look at the
data for 15 minutes, but the

company hopes that will
change over time. the

information should be seen
as public records. the main
concern for facebook now is
that the leaked data might

be used to track users
down. facebook may be a
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casual conversation, but it
could become a long-term
relationship. none of the

techniques mentioned here
are guaranteed to work. but

it should point you in the
right direction. also, note
that this kind of attack is

not a hack in the sense that
it doesnt open any of your

facebook accounts. instead,
it only reveals information

about you that youve given
up willingly. today, lets talk

about using facebook to
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hack someone. its not so
easy, but with a little

patience you can have
some fun at the expense of
your friends. 5ec8ef588b
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